
DR JEKYLL AND MR HYDE BOOK REVIEW

This book is one of the most gripping and fascinating books I have ever read. We see this in the story of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde and how he.

The word that most of his friends and acquaintances used to describe Stevenson RLS as I often think of him
was captivating. Even knowing the story going in did not stop me from sitting on the edge of my seat. Lanyon,
who has long since been opposing Jekyll on matters of ethics in science. Secondly, it is about taking science
too far and if we can control scientific research. Over here in Bangladesh we torch books as bad as this. Jekyll
who was composite now with the most sensitive apprehensions, now with a greedy gusto, projected and shared
in the pleasures and adventures of Hyde; but Hyde was indifferent to Jekyll, or but remembered him as the
mountain bandit remembers the cavern in which he conceals himself from pursuit. Another suggests that the
impetuous author torched the first full draft after criticism from his wife. Beneath the prim and proper morals
of Victorian society lurks a violent madman who emerges at night to commit the most cold-hearted of crimes.
No, indeed! They were struggling with the dual natures of their existences. Baffled by Dr. We all have a side
to our personality that we prefer to keep hidden. The characters and their feelings are described beautifully, for
example, Mr. It also gives you a sense of mystery and sights of extreme violence. They could be as naughty as
they wanted and safely leave their depravity on that side of town before they return to the respectable bosom
of their family and careers. Utterson "spent his words as rarely as gold" and Hyde, who stares at people "with
a sneering coolness â€” like the devil himself" making people feel uncomfortable just by looking at him. We
see this in the story of Dr. Finally, combined into merely two audio discs, the original tale as read by Ralph
Cosham goes back to the strictures of proper life in Victorian England and the one nobleman whose appetites
lead him to seek a deadly release. Henry Jekyll is a brilliant man who in the course of trying to understand the
human psyche has turned himself, with tragic results, into a guinea pig for his experiments. Even as good
shone upon the countenance of the one, evil was written broadly and plainly on the face of the other. He was a
Scottish poet, essayist and a travel writer.


